THE BEST OF LUCK TO THE CLASS OF '43
Letters To The Editor

Dear Editor:

May I quote from an editorial which appeared in the November issue of the Bucknell Beacon. (I must admit that didn’t sound phony at the sight of our hopes that the staff shall grow next year. It is our hope that your ideas and your publications will help to equip our empty drawers, and it is our hope that your feelings shall be voiced in our pages.)

Some recent issue of a newspaper, I believe, described the advantages of college. The students were called to higher standards of excellence, to lay new foundations, to develop a policy. Where has all this spirit gone? If it really had been, it would never have disappeared itself so soon. Where have these "student leaders" been? Instead of a bigger and better Beacon we have few feathers. As a member of the student body I feel that I express the feelings of a large number; when I say that we are disgusted with the way the Bucknell Beacon has been handled this semester. From the tone of that first issue we were led to hope for better things than we received. We are disappointed and feel that some explanation is due. — don’t forget that student activity fees pay for the Beacon.

Editor’s Note: Though it has not been customary for the editor to answer any of the letters which have been written to him, this sort of challenge calls for an answer. This he shall attempt to do in the satisfaction of the discharged members.

Dear Student:

You should have been quoted from an Editorial called "A spiration" which appeared in the first issue of the Beacon in 1940 but you have failed to record the sentence which immediately followed your quotation: "Both of these principles have been adhered to as should be thought of as student activity. A paper written by one or two people is not a student activity and should not be regarded as such. Neither should our students activities fees pay for such paper. If no general interest is represented, if no general good is derived from them we should have no Beacon.

However, a paper is part of every well organized program for student activities. What is needed is organization and perhaps we are not the one who are capable of building that organization. At any rate, there will be a new staff next year and we hope the paper is read at a point where it will be a vital part of our school life as for example the Dramatic Society. There can never be a very large group working on a school paper, but a one man tragedy it should never be. Let’s cut all the dead elements and get to work. A new year, a new staff! a new Beacon. Let’s give them our cooperation, our support, and our wishes for success and luck — they’ll need it.

The Editor.
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CPT Program Announces Addition of New Course

It has just been announced that more advanced courses will be added to the Civilian I Training Program. Scholars are now provided for grounded flight training in the following courses:

1. Primary of Private, Ordinary, Cross-Country, Student, and Final Review.
2. Civilian Pilot Certificated and Instructor’s Rating. If student were to attempt this training without the aid of the course, the fee would be between five and thousand dollars. With a Civilian Pilot Training School the cost will be approximately $50 a course.

Part of the nominal fee is used to buy the necessary equipment for the student. It is treated to note that the student must be reduced 20% or an even: the last announcement. Safety is such that the orig cost of $50 for insurance has been reduced first to $15 and now mere $7.50. Bucknell University at Le burg is not so fortunate as Junior College in having a new and comprehensive program.

No freshmen are admet since the requirement states the students must have sixty hours credits prior to or prior to the completion of the course. The students taking second courses study every night of the week and on Sunday night. Because the necessary training pilots needed in the A and C classes have been excluded from the second courses. Only one girl, Lz Walski, was taking the course because she was forced to resign beca the cost of the new stipulation. Miss W was doing an excellent piece of work, and it is too bad that cir stances prevented her from g further in her training.

A BUILDING without a t of iron or steel in it anywhere has been erected for an electric in rement company. It will be used to assemble and dispatch magnetic compasses and precision aircraft instruments.
Ten Initiates 

Bucknell Offers Ten 

Training Class To Convocate Tomorrow Evening 

Ten Initiates Become Thespians 

Bucknell University Junior College Drama Club presents, under the supervision of the Department of Drama, The College of Arts and Sciences, the annual dinner-dance and awards program that will be held in the collegiate amphitheater this evening. The event is open to all members of the Bucknell Junior College community.

The social events of the Junior College will be held on Thursday evening, June 5, in the First Presbyterian Church Auditorium. Dr. R. W. Williams will preside as master of ceremonies. Professor of English and former president of Bucknell University, Dr. Williams will welcome guests and introduce the principal speakers of the evening.

Dr. Williams will be joined by other members of the Bucknell faculty and staff in the program, which will feature musical and dramatic performances. The event is expected to attract a large audience of students, faculty, and alumni.

The Bucknell Junior College Drama Club, under the direction of Professor of Drama, Mr. Jones, has been preparing for this event for several weeks. The students have been rehearsing their performances, which will be presented in the collegiate amphitheater. The program will feature a variety of musical and dramatic performances, including a Shakespearean play and a modern musical.

The event is open to the public, and admission is free. The Bucknell Junior College Drama Club invites all members of the Bucknell community to attend and enjoy the evening's performances.
The names of Finn and Owens have been added to the record, which is a valuable addition to the team's championship and individual championships. Owen's and Finn's accomplishments in athletics, specifically basketball and track, have earned them the respect and admiration of their peers.

The school will have an outstanding number of young men from 1941, with a variety of talents and skills. The school will continue to excel in athletics, with several men winning athletic honors.

The New Regulations for Gym Students

The Bucknell Junior College physical education department, under the leadership of Dr. Roy C. Tasker, has drawn up several tentative regulations for the men students taking physical education during the 1941-1942 term. These regulations have been worked out by a special committee composed of Walter Thomas, Joseph Curley, Arthur Frith, and Clarence Ohlitz, who was consulting Dr. Tasker.

The main change in department activity will be the setting up of physical education classes. The students will be able to choose a specific course of study, and the professors will be able to assign the courses. This will allow the students to choose courses that are most suitable for their individual needs.

11 Athletes To Continue Careers at Other Eastern Institutions

Eleven of the best athletes from the Bucknell Junior College will continue their careers in athletics at other eastern institutions. These athletes include:
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These athletes have been accepted by Bucknell Junior College and will continue their careers in athletics at other institutions. Their skills and achievements will be a testament to their dedication and hard work.
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